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Abstract—This paper presents a possible implementation of
progressive authentication using the Android pattern lock. Our
key idea is to use one pattern for two access levels to the device;
an abridged pattern is used to access generic applications and
a second, extended and higher-complexity pattern is used less
frequently to access more sensitive applications. We conducted a
user study of 89 participants and a consecutive user survey on
those participants to investigate the usability of such a pattern
scheme. Data from our prototype showed that for unlocking lowsecurity applications the median unlock times for users of the
multiple pattern scheme and conventional pattern scheme were
2824 ms and 5589 ms respectively, and the distributions in the
two groups differed significantly (Mann-Whitney U test, p-value
less than 0.05, two-tailed). From our user survey, we did not
find statistically significant differences between the two groups
for their qualitative responses regarding usability and security
(t-test, p-value greater than 0.05, two-tailed), but the groups did
not differ by more than one satisfaction rating at 90% confidence.
Index Terms—Usable security, user authentication, progressive
authentication, pattern lock, graphical passwords

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, the smartphone has come to store sensitive
digital assets like credit cards, identity cards, vouchers, and
mobile banking tokens. As a result, protecting sensitive data
stored on smartphones via robust authentication methods is
becoming increasingly important. Among many authentication mechanisms available, Personal Identification Numbers
(PINs), graphical passwords, and biometric information are
dominantly used. While other methods are being adopted, such
as facial recognition and retina scanning, the robustness of
their security in the long term continues to be questioned. This
uncertainty may result in pattern locks and PINs remaining
prominent and dependable authentication methods well into
the future.
However, a user’s security requirements vary depending on the
type of applications installed. Online banking apps need more
protection than a world clock app. Some high-sensitivity apps
may require a password specific to only that application, but if
users want to customize which apps require high protection,
they are currently left with few options. Therefore, the all978-1-5386-7493-2/18/$31.00
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or-nothing approach conventionally used in locking a mobile
device deserves more scrutiny.
In this paper, we propose a multiple pattern lock authentication
scheme, which we refer to as the multi-level pattern lock. Via
the multi-level pattern lock, a user is able to unlock lowsecurity apps with an abridged version of the pattern while
using the full, more complex pattern to unlock high sensitivity
apps. Our research focuses solely on the derivation of the low
level pattern as a shorter version of the full pattern to determine
the feasibility of our approach in its minimalist form and the
implications of its implementation on usability and security.
Following a user study aimed at measuring the quantitative
aspects of our proposal, we conducted a survey on 75 out
of the 89 participants in which we measured the participants’
perceptions of the two methods. We also analyzed the entire
theoretical password space for the extended pattern of this
scheme and found that while still weak against long-term
brute force attacks, our method offers some protection against
powerful spying attacks like shoulder surfing and smudge
reading because the users do not reveal their full patterns.
The contributions of our paper are as follows:
1) We propose a novel authentication method that makes
use of two unlock patterns of progressive length and
complexity in order to access applications of different
security levels.
2) We implemented a prototype of our proposed progressive authentication method and examined the usage data
recorded when the participants were using it. This user
study revealed statistically significant results when comparing an abridged pattern with a single level pattern
as well as results that demonstrate that the multi-level
pattern scheme does not significantly hinder usability.
3) From a user survey, we collected supplemental data about
participants’ feelings and experience with the prototype.
The analysis of the data indicates they do not feel any
more positive or negative about the security and usability
of pattern locks when using the multi-level pattern lock
scheme.

